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ENCUENTRO EN EL AMBIENTE DE LA TEORI´A:
LATINA LESBIANS AND RUTHANN ROBSON’S
LESBIAN LEGAL THEORY1
Elvia R. Arriola*
Dear Ruthann, some of my essay is a public apology for having misun-
derstood your project in lesbian legal theory back in the early nineties.2
Someday, historians of the critical legal theory movement of
the late twentieth century will note the bold and courageous con-
tributions made by Ruthann Robson when she first offered lesbian
legal theory.  I wish I had been more welcoming of her initial ideas,
which she presented at a women and violence conference at the
university where I began teaching law.  I was barely starting out as a
feminist legal theorist and now, looking back, see how hopelessly
wedded I was to the feminist attack of masculinist liberal legalism
in my own scholarly beginnings.  It seemed easier to extend that
critical gaze to the new lesbian legal theory than to see how far it
leaped over all existing critical frameworks in its seemingly outra-
geous call to place the lesbian experience at the center of legal
analysis.  I would see in time that the paths opened up by lesbian
legal theory would be as powerful and as controversial for legal
theory as Adrienne Rich’s essay, Compulsory Heterosexuality, which
* Elvia R. Arriola is an Associate Professor of Law at Northern Illinois University
College of Law, where she teaches Gender and the Law, Constitutional Law, Civil
Rights Litigation, and a seminar course titled “Women, Law, and the Global
Economy.”  In her pursuit of intellectual activism, Professor Arriola also founded
Women on the Border, Inc. (www.womenontheborder.org), which is dedicated to
educating the broader public about the living and working conditions of women and
families employed in maquiladoras, or sweatshop factories, owned by American
multinational corporations at the United States-Mexico Border.
1 See generally RUTHANN ROBSON, LESBIAN OUT(LAW): SURVIVAL UNDER THE RULE
OF LAW (1993); see also RUTHANN ROBSON, Incendiary Categories: Lesbian/Violence/Law, in
SAPPHO GOES TO LAW SCHOOL 15-27 (1998) [hereinafter ROBSON, Incendiary
Categories].
2 I began my formal remarks at the symposium on November 5, 2004 with these
words of apology to Ruthann Robson, recalling my doubts about lesbian legal theory I
published in two early works: Elvia Arriola, Coming Out and Coming to Terms with Sexual
Identity, 68 TULANE L. REV. 283, 297-304 (1993) (Book Review) (expressing worry of
the “separatist” tone of Robson’s book, LESBIAN OUT(LAW): SURVIVAL UNDER THE
RULE OF LAW) and Elvia Arriola, Gendered Inequality: Lesbians, Gays, and Feminist Legal
Theory, 9 BERKELEY WOMEN’S L.J. 103, 132-35 (1994) (suggesting the strengths of a
feminist inquiry into the struggle for lesbian rights).
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called for lesbian centering, had been for feminist thought.3
But this essay is more than an apology and late acknowledge-
ment of the promise of lesbian legal theory.  It is a little bit of an
explanation and hopefully an effort to go deeper into the possibili-
ties for lesbian legal theory as it applies to the conditions of the
Latina lesbians and lesbians of color I worried might be left out by
Robson’s work.  Looking back at my early criticism, I now see an
awkward effort to find a place for my experiences as a Latina les-
bian.  But I could not completely own the internal struggle that was
going on within me as a working-class Chicana reading Robson’s
theories and metaphorically being asked to sit in a philosophy class
so as to think aloud about our own existence, our places in history,
culture, and legal thought.
Now I see that it was just too close for comfort.  Cherrı´e
Moraga wrote once of the piercing awareness she had when she
first heard Ntosake Shange use the words that were at once familiar
and painfully uncomfortable to a woman of color in a white domi-
nant world.4  This awareness is an important aspect of what this
essay will address: both the sources of that discomfort and the liber-
ation from my initial fear of lesbian legal theory, as I came to rec-
ognize the opening it held out for interrogating my existence, and
that of other Chicana lesbians.
Clearly reflected in my early criticisms of lesbian legal theory
was a desire to make sure that whether labeled feminist, queer, gay,
or lesbian, the new critical scholarship be sensitive to the complex-
ity of les/gay/bi/tran (LGBT) existence.5  Yet, if I hadn’t been so
afraid to dig deeper, I might have seen that the absence of context
I regularly found in white feminist writing wasn’t necessarily in the
new lesbian legal theory.  Because upon a careful reading of Rob-
son’s ideas, one could find the invitation to explore all of the “pos-
sibilities” for lesbian legal theory. Taken literally, those words offer
the possibilities for a rather nuanced, textured, contextual, and
non-essentialist examination of lesbian existence, as it may be re-
vealed in every aspect of its breadth and beauty.  That would mean
lesbian existence wherever and however it may appear, whether we
like it or not.  And that would have to include the lives, struggles
and hope for Latina lesbians and other lesbians of color:
3 ADRIENNE RICH, Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence, 5 SIGNS 4, 631
(1980).
4 Cherrı´e Moraga, La Gu¨era, in THIS BRIDGE CALLED MY BACK 31 (Cherrı´e Moraga
& Gloria Anzaldu´a eds., 2d ed. 1983).
5 This is especially true in my piece, Gendered Inequality, supra note 2.
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Somewhere between the fragmentation of the unrelentingly par-
ticular and the imperialism of the totalizing universal is a place
where I can speak a language that might be lesbian legal theory.
It is a place that allows the insistence upon the viability of a les-
bian as a category and it is a place that realizes that lesbian does
not mean a person who conforms to one specific ideology or
specific bodily configurations and inscription. It is a place of
unity and specificity, without privileging one or the other.  To
exercise that prerogative of such judgment is scary: almost every-
thing in my life counsels against such an assumption of power
and such an assumption of risk and responsibility.6
But let me explain what I see as the fear-based approach I took
to criticizing lesbian legal theory, for it has a story that will unfold
in greater detail as I reconsider the possibilities for lesbian legal
theory in the lives of Latina lesbians and lesbians of color.  Fear?
Yes, fear.  For when I criticized lesbian legal theory with a feminist
approach to the struggles of LGBT, I worked in an environment
decidedly hostile to all forms of feminist/race critical theory.  And
the reality of that professional existence and context for my own
explorations into critical scholarship had a dramatic effect on my
potential for professional and personal growth.  My own early ven-
tures in critical legal scholarship often felt as if I were breaking
unarticulated, yet strongly felt conventions in legal scholarship
meant to shore up the foundations of the mainstream legal
academy.
Meanwhile Robson had been embraced by an institution that
to this day represents a bold counterpoint to that academy in its
commitment to produce critical, progressive and socially conscious
lawyers and teachers.7  With a bit of chagrin, I now see how my fear
(and need for collegial acceptance) served as a context for some of
the work I produced within the predominately white male (and
heterosexist) environment in which I began teaching law. Now
many years later, as I have re-read and reconsidered lesbian legal
theory, I breathe an ahaa!  I see the product of my early criticisms
of lesbian legal theory as a mix of boldness and caution as a con-
servative institution’s first woman of color on the tenure track, who
had enough gumption to plunge the waters of critical thinking, but
often came up gasping for air in a polluted and stifling
environment.8
6 RUTHANN ROBSON, Embodiment(s), in SAPPHO GOES TO LAW SCHOOL 64 (1998).
7 See Mission Statement of City University of New York School of Law at Queens
College, at http://www.law.cuny.edu/app/about/history_mission.jsp.
8 A painful reminder of the reception I received following the presentation of  a
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I would come to appreciate the significance and my fear of
lesbian legal theory when I finished healing from being hit by the
“spiritual two by four,” which is what it was like to get only heat for
the scholarship I produced in support of my first tenure candidacy.
I look back and see a lesbian of color surviving as best as she could,
engaging in a fiery battle alone,9 and making the decision eventu-
ally to resign from the tenure track rather than fight a losing battle.
I had to come to terms with the cost of visibility, of a lesbian of
color standing outside of the closet when she cannot escape the
visibility of her race, class, or ethnicity.  I had to embrace the jour-
ney and the process that led me as an Out Dyke Chicana Feminist
to become the first female law professor of color at a historically
white male-dominated institution and clueless of the significance
of that placement.  It is also possible that I was sufficiently
“[a]lienated from [my] mother culture”10 and from other progres-
sive colleagues in legal academia.  I felt as if I was in a desert with-
out a survival kit, surrounded by snake-like colleagues who rattled
and hissed loudly with disapproval, ready to bite my nalgas.
I find it ironic now, that although my Texas students were
reading Gloria Anzaldu´a and being challenged to get out of their
linear way of approaching life and the law, that I myself was doing
with Anzaldu´a what I’d done with Robson—either not read her
carefully, or not appreciate the personal relevance in her bold and
courageous message.  Had I more thoroughly examined the power-
house of critical thinking in Anzaldu´a’s collection Borderlands/La
Frontera,11 I would have run into her meditation on assimilationist
terrorism and found a metaphor for what I regularly encountered
among my Anglo-Texan colleagues.12  I was only vaguely aware that
I was in an unsafe world, living out one small example of the
brown/lesbian woman’s “history of resistance.”13  Instead, I
work-in-progress I offered at a faculty colloquium which I eventually published as Faer-
ies, Marimachas, Queens and Lezzies: The Construction of Homosexuality Before the 1969
Stonewall Riots, 5 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 33 (1995).  A colleague went out of his way to
insert a memo to my tenure file remarking that my scholarship agenda did not fit the
institution’s self-image (I cannot produce a copy of the stinging memo that a few
years later I would throw in a barbecue fire in a symbolic burning of the bridges to an
unhappy period).
9 I intentionally invoke the metaphor of fire, which Robson brilliantly used in her
essay Incendiary Categories to expose the inherent violence of the law toward lesbians
and lesbianism. ROBSON, Incendiary Categories, supra note 1, at 16-19.
10 GLORIA ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS/LA FRONTERA: THE NEW MESTIZA 20 (1987)
[hereinafter ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS].
11 Id.
12 See id. at 20-22.
13 Id. at 21.
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wandered about for a few years silently begrudging the only recipe
for success I’d been handed: to act like everyone else, which I
didn’t do; to water down my feminism, which I wouldn’t do; to not
be so out as a lesbian, which I simply could not do—or else be out
of a job.  As Anzaldu´a wrote:
Chicanos and other people of color suffer economically for not
acculturating. This voluntary (yet forced) alienation makes for
psychological conflict, a kind of dual identity—we don’t identify
with the Anglo-American cultural values and we don’t totally
identify with the Mexican cultural values. We are a synergy of
two cultures with various degrees of Mexicanness or Angloness. I
have so internalized the borderland conflict that sometimes I
feel like one cancels out the other and we are zero, nothing no
one. A veces no soy nada ni nadie.  Pero hasta cuando no lo soy, lo
soy.14
And so my essay today is not just an apology, or an explanation
for my own need to reconsider lesbian legal theory.  It is also a
small tribute to the life and works of the recently deceased Gloria
Anzaldu´a,15 the brilliant and brutally honest Latina lesbian poet
and cultural theorist, whose works, together with Ruthann Rob-
son’s, have provided the essence of healing balms for the tired feet
of this penitent pilgrim.16  This is why the title of my essay uses the
Spanish term, “encuentro,” which translates into “meeting.”  This es-
say is a search for a meeting between the ideas of two lesbian theo-
rists—Robson and Anzaldu´a.  But it has a second meaning taken
from my contact with Mexican workers struggling for justice in the
maquiladoras at the border.  For these workers, having encuentros or
solidarity gatherings with allies to strategize, symbolize empower-
ment against the mammoth power of the global corporations who
employ them and whose policies account for the increasing divi-
sions between the world’s rich and poor.17  Symposia of this kind,
14 Id. at 13.
15 Gloria Anzaldu´a died of complications related to a lifelong battle with diabetes
on May 15, 2004 in her home.  Information on the many tributes to her contributions
to Latina/o cultural theory can be found on the web at http://www.gloria.chicanas.
com/keatingobit.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2005).
16 Among many Latin/Catholic cultures, the pilgrimage is a journey of penance as
well as of gratitude.  I have not had to seek forgiveness from Robson, for she has never
seen my criticisms of her work as a problem.  My pilgrimage then is one of gratitude
for the support she has offered us all to be as bold as we can be in our efforts to
produce scholarship that speaks to our struggle and survival. The request for forgive-
ness has been for myself.
17 Elvia R. Arriola, Queering the Painted Ladies: Gender, Race, Class, and Sexual Identity
at the Mexican Border in the Case of Two Paulas, 1 SEATTLE J. FOR SOCIAL JUST. 679 (2003)
[hereinafter Arriola, Queering the Painted Ladies].
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in which we all celebrate the radicalism and beauty of thinkers like
Anzaldu´a and Robson, strike me as a kind of encuentro with the pos-
sibilities for our empowerment as queer folk, lesbians, and people
of color.
In preparing for this symposium, I re-examined some of Rob-
son’s work on lesbian legal theory and the work of Latina lesbian
theorists, but especially Anzaldu´a, whose concept of mestiza con-
sciousness and the metaphor of the “borderlands” remains one of
the most powerful analytic models for examining multifaceted op-
pression. As she was being publicly mourned by institutions that
are a living legacy of her ideas,18 I was rereading both writers and
thinking about the theoretical power of these two lesbian theo-
rists—Robson, the white lesbian separatist thinker and writer, and
Anzaldu´a, the Chicana lesbian poet and essayist whose life and ge-
nius defied the derogatory stereotypes held by Anglos about the
Tejana/os (Texans of Mexican descent) who grow up in the impov-
erished region of South Texas known as the Valley.  Anzaldu´a’s
courageous writings have forced me to shed any self-doubts of the
need for a Latina lesbian feminist critical perspective in the law,
and also to understand my initial reluctance to connect to lesbian
legal theory.  I can now see it as a “psychological canceling out”19
produced not just by the system of approval I faced from a few
rabid anti-feminists and anti-critical-race theorists, but also from
my mere presence as an Out Dyke Chicana Feminist in an institu-
tion burdened with a history of exclusionary attitudes and practices
in the Southwest.20
FABRICANDO TEORI´AS:  LOCATING LESBIAN LEGAL THEORY
IN A MESTIZA CONSCIOUSNESS
Internal strife results in insecurity and indecisiveness.  The mestiza’s
dual or multiple personality is plagued by psychic restlessness.21
Gloria Anzaldu´a’s theoretical framework for Latina lesbians
requires an appreciation of the poetic vision she offered in her col-
lected works titled, Borderlands/La Frontera.  In these essays and
18 Anzaldu´a’s Borderlands/La Frontera was identified as one of the century’s 100 best
books, while one of her co-authored texts, This Bridge Called My Back, embodied the
first insights of a critical race feminist movement. See The Hungry Mind Review’s 100
Best 20th Century Books, at http://www.bookspot.com/listhungry100.htm.
19 See ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10.
20 See, e.g., Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950) (finding that the educational
opportunities for black students at University of Texas Scool of Law were substantially
unequal and violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
21 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 78.
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poems, Anzaldu´a introduces the elements of history and culture
embodied in the concept of mestizaje—hybridism—and of a new
mestiza consciousness.  Each essay or poem provides an unrelent-
ing confrontation with the brutality of racism, sexism,
homophobia, whether in the legacy of European Conquest or the
raping of the land and people by the encroachment of Anglocen-
tric power in the Southwest.22  Because it is a historical examina-
tion of the mestiza identity, la Chicana, it is a confrontation with
the history riddled as much with mythic legend and story about our
indigenous roots as with hard fact.23  Thus lyrical analysis also
pours out the facts of pura sangre, a bloody reality of life for Tejano/
as at the hands of white Texan political heterosexual power,24
along with the brutal reality of seeing how one’s deepest ways of
knowing and being embody the hybrid cultures, white and indige-
nous, that reach into periods long before there even was a Texas.25
Anzaldu´a’s methodology is one of holding the mirror of self-analy-
sis, to expose the truth, the pain, the grief, and the darkness in
narratives and poetry that remind me of the brutal honesty of a
Frida Kahlo painting.26
The self-analysis is like a questioning—where in my history can
I find the essence of who I am as a brown, female, queer woman
growing up poor in the Texas valley?27  What are the conditions of
the Mexican woman’s existence, her strengths, her weaknesses, her
desires, her sources of rejection from within and without, and her
survival?28  As I reread Anzaldu´a, I speculate on the period of her
22 A chilling example is the poem To Live in the Borderlands Means You, ANZALDU´A,
BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 194-95.
23 Id. at 21-23.
24 See, e.g., We Call Them Greasers, in ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 134-
35.
25 See, e.g., the chapter, La Conciencia de la Mestiza, in ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS,
supra note 10, at 77-91.  The same kind of lyrical, historical, cultural analysis is found
in Robson’s essay Incendiary Categories, as she unearths the elements of violence and
brutality in the legal regime’s treatment of lesbians and lesbianism. See ROBSON, Incen-
diary Categories, supra note 1, at 16-17.
26 For those unfamiliar with the art of Frida Kahlo, see HAYDEN HERRERA, FRIDA: A
BIOGRAPHY OF FRIDA KAHLO (1983).
27 The Valley is home to Texas agricultural wealth, but it is also home to genera-
tions of Texans whose parents either migrated north in search of work or who are
among the dispossessed of land in the quest for nationhood and then statehood by
the Anglo Texan dominant political power base.  Consequently, the picture of the
Valley is a mixture of blended cultures, with an intermixture of Mexicans who are
assimilated and not, comfortable and very poor, or extremely poor, as are the re-
sidents of the informal communities known as “colonias.”
28 The mirror of self-analysis reveals what we want to accept and reject about who
we are as lesbians in a culture that has instilled in us the fear of abandonment by the
culture if we give in to the sexual lust of “the Shadow-Beast” the part of us contrasted
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coming out and coming to terms with her Latina lesbian existence.
When Anzaldu´a was writing, in the late seventies and early eighties,
few venues existed for men and women to come out that didn’t
involve the dark spaces of bars and clubs.  For many of us during
the eighties, “coming out” still meant going to the bars and it
meant struggles for acceptance by our families and communities.
My memories of that period of my own coming out include seeing
the evidence not only of racial and ethnic segregation among bar
lesbians, but rather distinct patterns of role playing among Latina
lesbians that I personally felt uncomfortable with.  Racial and eth-
nic diversity among lesbians was seen more often at women and the
law conferences, i.e., feminist settings or some other higher educa-
tion environment.  The seventies feminist movement opened
spaces for a lesbianism freed of the closeted-ness and role playing
of pre-Stonewall America.29  However, closeted-ness and role play-
ing appeared to characterize the lives of black and Latina lesbians
long after white feminist lesbians were defining their sexuality and
identities freed of the butch/femme roles that defined the commu-
nity of the forties, fifties, and sixties.30  But it was also this very con-
text in which white feminists failed to acknowledge the diversity of
women, by including either lesbians or women of color that pro-
vided the catalyst for the powerful lesbian of color voice found in
such collections as This Bridge Called My Back.31
These realities may have grounded some of the inquiry by
Anzaldu´a and others like Moraga, who explored the good and the
bad of being born Mexican and lesbian, knowing that white/Euro-
pean blood runs through our veins, understanding how we inter-
nalize its values and simultaneously reject them in defense of our
culture; the same that we know painfully oppresses its women by
teaching subservience to men and further instills en la loca,
marimacha, lesbiana, the dread of coming out to one’s family and
community for fear of being rejected and left without a home at
as ugly and unacceptable by the “undershadow the reigning order of heterosexual
males project on our Beast.” See ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 19-20.
29 For historical references, see ELIZABETH LAPOVSKY KENNEDY & MADELINE D. DA-
VIS, BOOTS OF LEATHER, SLIPPERS OF GOLD: THE HISTORY OF A LESBIAN COMMUNITY
(1993) and LILLIAN FADERMAN, ODD GIRLS AND TWILIGHT LOVERS: A HISTORY OF LES-
BIAN LIFE IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICA (1991).
30 References to the difficulties with racism in the lesbian community can be
found in the coming out stories of latinas in the groundbreaking anthology, Coming
Out/Saliendo del Closet, in COMPAN˜ERAS: LATINA LESBIANS 61-102 (Juanita Ramos ed.,
1994) [hereinafter COMPAN˜eras].
31 THIS BRIDGE CALLED MY BACK (Cherrı´e Moraga & Gloria Anzaldu´a eds., 2d ed.
1983).
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all.  In the white world, we are incomplete and in the Mexican
world, we are a defiance of all that is precious to the Mexican cul-
tural values struggling for survival under the thumb of Anglo domi-
nance and the pressure of assimilation.32
The healing of these kinds of splits must happen, according to
Anzaldu´a, with a re-defining of that history toward a healed, “new”
mestiza consciousness.  That new perspective would see the ways in
which our lives reflect the historic warring of cultures—la India y el
Conquistador, the dark brown and the white, acceptance and rejec-
tion of powerful, enslaving Christians who rejected the nakedness
of Indian identity, who replaced any hint of shame-free sexuality
with rigid gender norms rooted in heterosexist patriarchy and
Christian hatred for non-procreative pleasurable sex and/or vari-
ant sexuality.
The value of the history lesson is a place for locating the roots
of our own un/conscious resistance to the reality of lesbianism and
lesbian existence.  What does resistance look like?  We act on our
desire.  We then deny that we have it.  Or we stick our head out like
a turtle and then run back into the hard shell of community, clos-
eted-ness, and comfort in the denial of who and what we are.  The
resistance passages in Anzaldu´a’s writings bring back the memories
of so many, many times I pushed back the feelings of my desire to
know a woman’s body.  As a traditionally educated Catholic, merely
thinking about same-sex desire felt like the worst of sins, barring
murder, in the hierarchy of sinfulness.  The messages of the cul-
ture were too strong, telling me that the thought, the idea, the
desire were all wrong, bad, a violation of the gender-norming I had
learned from a young age.  These elements are the reason for what
Anzaldu´a called the “constant internal struggle of borders,” or the
unconscious need to “cancel out” our very own existence.33  For
the Latina lesbian in particular the need to cancel out, to deny
one’s lesbian sexuality is particularly strong.  Robson would appre-
ciate this as well in her own explorations of lesbian legal theory as
she problematized it and drew support from Anzaldu´a: “es un
problema.”34  Anzaldu´a wrote further, “[f]or the lesbian of color, the
ultimate rebellion she can make against her native culture is
32 For a fictional speculation on gender relations during the Spanish Conquest
over 500 years ago, see ROSARIO AGUILAR, THE LOST CHRONICLES OF TERRA FIRMA
(1997).
33 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 15-23, 63.
34 ROBSON, Incendiary Categories, supra note 1, at 25; Gloria Anzaldu´a, To(o) Queer the
Writer–Loca, Escritora y Chicana, in INVERSIONS 249 (Betsy Warland ed., 1991).
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through her sexual behavior.”35
When I re-read these words, I understood how some of my
own unconscious wars might have formed a part of my negative
reaction to lesbian legal theory.  On the one hand, I could be
grateful to Robson for taking on the feminist essentialists; on the
other, I was so uncomfortable—yet not sure why.  I was too preoc-
cupied with sorting out the feelings of coming out publicly even if
in settings that would never reach my beloved Abuelita or Mom
whom, given their humble backgrounds, were unlikely to pick up
and read one of my law review articles or attend some conference
where I might talk about gender and queer law.  In the years fol-
lowing my divorce, my family would hear nothing about new men
in my life and at best got details about socializing and traveling
with girlfriends.  I look back on that period and see myself desper-
ate to keep my family connections while they struggled to accept
the unspoken, but obvious reality of my new exclusively female inti-
mate private life.36
The power of Anzaldu´a’s analysis is in not only identifying the
source and location of one’s internal wars as a brown, lesbian
queer, but to transcend the revelation of one’s learned verguenza
and pena (shame and embarrassment) into a blending of the war-
ring parts for a new identity—the new mestiza.  This new mestiza
might choose either to engage with the dominant culture and
stand on “both shores” seeing through both “the serpent and eagle
eyes,” or decide completely to disengage from the dominant
culture.37
THE IDEA OF LATINA LESBIAN LEGAL THEORY
It has been a long and personal journey to this place of recog-
nition.  I wanted to express my roots even as I was disconnected
from them.  I realized that although the subversion of my identity
35 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 19.
36 I recently had a conversation with Juanita Ramos who compiled and edited the
anthology, COMPAN˜ERAS, supra note 30.  I knew Juanita at the time this book was being
published in the late eighties.  I had just come out and I could not fathom at all
coming out so publicly.  But I recently discovered that Ramos, who was close to her
Puerto Rican family, used a pseudonym because although she was out, she wasn’t
OUT OUT to her family.  She feared, as do many Latina lesbians, that OUTness will
lead to rejection by close-knit families and communities.
37 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 78.  In a similar poetic vein, Ruthann
Robson introduced the idea of a new, incendiary, visionary lesbian legal theory:
“Ashes are our lesbian lives; the law’s lies. Having survived the fires of violence set to
extinguish us, we continue to survive as an incendiary category. Within and without
the law.” ROBSON, Incendiary Categories, supra note 1, at 27.
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as a lesbian woman of color certainly had contributions from exter-
nal forces, it also had some of my own cooperation.  Only now,
healed from the split that “makes for loquerı´a, the crazies,”38 am I
somewhat poised for asking whether it is possible to theorize a La-
tina lesbian legal theory.  What if Gloria Anzaldu´a had been the
one with the opportunity to merge her theories of a mestiza con-
sciousness with lesbian legal theory?  What would it mean to con-
front the hybrid Latina lesbian identity in the context of legal
doctrine, history, and systems of justice?  Is it possible to locate the
Latina lesbian in a legal context, a place where the merging of La-
tina/o culture and taboo, race, ethnicity, language, and sexuality
or gender finds expression in case law or in the legal system?  What
can it mean to theories of justice to incorporate the realities of
brown and lesbian queer?  I have suggested that if there could be a
Latina lesbian legal theory, it would have three elements to begin:
history, honesty, and hope.
A LATINA LESBIAN HISTORY
We need to continue the archeological digs begun by
Anzaldu´a into the roots of our learned need to cancel ourselves
out.  Her diggings for Latina lesbians at once blend and depart
from some of the earliest radical efforts to find the historical basis
for the “lesbian image.”39  One of the best books I have read is The
Lost Chronicles of Terra Firma,40 a fictional work, speculating on the
relations between European conquerors and indigenous South
Americans, from the standpoint of its impact on the women of
both continents.  The work beautifully centers the different ap-
proaches to sexuality and sexual expression among the upper-class
women that were brought as companions to military explorers and
the women who were taken as lovers as part of their exploits.  The
open nakedness and self-acceptance of the indigenous people is
portrayed with a poignancy of lost innocence, ravaged by a clothed,
rigid mandate for covered female bodies, each body destined for
specific use and abuse by los Conquistadores.
I would hope that some day we could continue to speculate
38 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 19.
39 JANE RULE, LESBIAN IMAGES (1975) (short biographies of several women writers
who were either believed to be lesbian or wrote of lesbianism in their works).  I am
unaware of any other counterpart work that is specific to the Latina lesbian experi-
ence other than that of Anzaldu´a or Ana Castillo. See Ana Castillo, La Macha: Toward
a Beautiful Whole Self, in CHICANA LESBIANS: THE GIRLS OUR MOTHERS WARNED US
ABOUT, 24-48 (Carla Trujillo ed., 1991) [hereinafter CHICANA LESBIANS].
40 AGUILAR, supra note 32.
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about what happened to the non-homophobic attitudes that I sus-
pect existed among many indigenous cultures in the Americas
before contact with the Spaniards, Portuguese, Dutch, French, or
English.  Through this inquiry, we may trace how contemporary
attitudes toward homosexuality or lesbianism betray the warring of
cultural values.  For example, I find it fascinating from the perspec-
tive of comparative law that some Latino countries never had the
legal history of anti-sodomy statutes, yet that has not prevented the
institutionalized homophobia that invites wrath and violence upon
those who try to fight for the rights of LGBTs.
A Latina lesbian legal theory might try to analyze how conflict-
ing cultural attitudes operate in the possibilities of lesbian identity
or of lesbianism whether within dominant Anglo society and its sys-
tems of law or internationally.  It might help us understand how
migrating anti-lesbian attitudes play out within new immigrant
communities that are already struggling with the gendered transi-
tions that accompany relocation to another country.41  It certainly
would have to address the call to the queer scholars of color42 to
create a theory that is sensitive to the “borderlands,” to the mul-
tidimensionality of our lives, which means our U.S. lives as well as
our lesbian existence globally.  Obviously, Latina lesbian existence
and lesbianism cannot be viewed strictly from the U.S. experience
especially given the migratory patterns of so many Latino groups in
the U.S.  So while attitudes and the law improve domestically, there
is no guarantee that such relaxed attitudes will be exported to
other countries where being out invites not just discrimination, but
violent forms of harassment, persecution, and even death.43  I see
here the possibilities for personal narratives validating the exis-
tence of the people who survive as they transgress the rigid gender
and sexuality norms of their cultures, sometimes defiantly coming
out, sometimes living closeted lives, sometimes wanting to come
out, but prevented from doing so because the penalties from com-
munity and family rejection appear stronger than the lack of any
law that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual
41 PIERRETTE HONDAGNEU-SOTELO, GENDERED TRANSITIONS: MEXICAN EXPERIENCES
OF IMMIGRATION (1994).
42 See Darren Hutchinson, Out Yet Unseen: a Racial Critique of Gay and Lesbian Legal
Theory and Political Discourse, 29 CONN. L. REV. 561 (1997); Francisco Valdes, Queer
Margins, Queer Ethics: A Call to Account for Race and Ethnicity in the Law, Theory and
Politics of “Sexual Orientation,” 48 HASTINGS L.J. 1293 (1997).
43 In 1994, Amnesty International conducted an investigation into the serial kill-
ings of at least eleven gay men in the State of Chiapas. See Asesinatos de Gays en Chia-
pas: Continua la Impunidad, Amnistia Internacional, at http://web.amnesty.org/
library/Index/ESLAMR410071994?open&of+ESL-347 (last visited April 27, 2005).
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orientation.44
THE HONESTY
If we are to grapple with a Latina lesbian legal theory then we
must also confront what is still uncomfortable about our existence,
our cultures and our attitudes—including the ignorance and de-
nial of our own existence and the perpetuation of stereotypes that
keep us closeted, disempowered, and vulnerable.  There is the
homophobia that we must fight in the culture at large, but there is
the homophobia that has the dual meaning Anzaldu´a explains with
a story of teaching a class in a New England college and having a
discussion with students about the meaning of “homophobia,” who
believed it meant “fear of going home.”45  She would later reflect
on the ironic truth embedded in that naı¨ve understanding of les-
bian invisibility in the culture produced by the unconscious resis-
tance “that if we reveal this unacceptable aspect of the self our
mother/culture/race will totally reject us.”46  Just as lesbian invisi-
bility is virtually the norm in American case law and jurisprudence
as Robson has argued,47 Latina lesbian invisibility is likely to mirror
the cultural attitudes or stereotypes within a particular Latina/o
group because of its being taboo, erotic, pornographic, immoral,
or just another “American export.”48
THE HOPE
And we have to ask this honest question, why would we want to
do this work?  Robson provides an important criterion for works
that consider lesbianism within the context of the law—will it con-
tribute “toward the survival of lesbians, both as individuals and as
identity”?49  A member of this symposium has introduced a power-
ful reason why.  The case of death row inmate Bernina Mata is a
picture of the oppression made possible by the combination of ra-
cism, classism, and homophobia.  When prosecutors are licensed
by a homophobic culture to warp justice with racist homophobia, it
hurts our cultures and it hurts our identities as lesbians of color.50
44 See, e.g., COMPAN˜ERAS, supra note 30.
45 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 20.
46 Id.
47 RUTHANN ROBSON, Lesbian Sex in a Law School Classroom, in SAPPHO GOES TO LAW
SCHOOL 221 (1998).
48 Arriola, Queering the Painted Ladies, supra note 17, at 6.
49 RUTHANN ROBSON, Neither Sexy Nor Reasonable, in SAPPHO GOES TO LAW SCHOOL
204 (1998).
50 Joey Mogul, attorney and member of the Chicago-based People’s Law Office
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In this post-election era of public gay bashing, we need to marshal
even more our strengths of analysis so that we engender hope for
the Latina lesbian whose legal problem may reflect her dis-
empowerment because of race, ethnicity, gender, class, or sexual-
ity, but whose re-victimization by the legal culture is a reflection of
her abandonment by the LGBT community that too easily splinters
into factions along the categories of race and class.
Thus a venturing into Latina lesbian legal theorizing should
be a documentation and a celebration, but it should also be an
avenue for hope for all Latina lesbians.51  While Berta Hernandez-
Truyol’s work on Latina invisibility52 and her (and my) brief exami-
nation of anti-lesbian attitudes are an important aspect of the gen-
der question in LatCrit theory,53 I would hope for a more specific
analysis of anti-lesbian Latina/o cultural attitudes and their pres-
ence in the law or legal context.
LOCATING ANTI-LESBIANISM IN LATINA/O CULTURE ATTITUDES
In a constant state of mental nepantilism, an Aztec word
meaning torn between ways, La Mestiza is a product of the trans-
fer of the cultural and spiritual values of one group to another.
. . .  Like all people we perceive the version of reality that our
culture communicates.  Like others having or living in more
than one culture, we get multiple, often opposing messages.54
In this section, I will attempt to locate in the legal experience
the illustration of Latina/o culture and attitudes that reflect the
anti-lesbian messages of Conquest.  Now, what I offer in the follow-
ing passage is pure speculation on my own gut feeling as a Latina
lesbian who struggled against her existence for many, many years
and who managed, not easily, to maintain connections with her
family only after literally hundreds of hours (and dollars) spent in
therapy and support groups. These are, inter alia:  forget that it ever
happened, if you discover it, suppress it, first by rule, then by turn-
ing the oppression into penalty (sinfulness), then by metamorpho-
spoke at this symposium about her representation of Bernina Mata who was described
by the County Prosecutor as a “hardcore lesbian” as he sought the death penalty for a
1998 murder for which she was convicted.
51 See generally COMPAN˜ERAS, supra note 30.
52 Berta Hernandez-Truyol, Borders (En) Gendered: Normativities, Latinas, and a Lat-
Crit Paradigm, 72 N.Y.U. L. REV. 882, 918 (1997).
53 Id.; see also Elvia R. Arriola, Welcoming the Outsider to an Outsider Conference: Law
and the Multiplicities of Self, 2 HARV. LATINO L. REV. 397, 398 (1997) [hereinafter Arri-
ola, Welcoming the Outsider].
54 ANZALDU´A, BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 78.
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sis—the oppression is transformed from rule into tradition,
convention, the truth and finally transform the desire for self-ac-
ceptance and community into fulfillment of the convention, i.e.,
the Big Lie Becomes the Big and Only Truth: there are no lesbians,
there never have been lesbians, even the indigenous hated lesbian-
ism, lesbians exemplify the worst of what a woman is or could be,
lesbians are make-believe men and what decent Latina would want
to be like a man?  This is colloquially identified by Hernandez-
Truyol as a saying among Cubans as they observe their daughters’
developing sexuality: mejor puta que pata—better whore than dyke,
and finally, if I ever catch you trying to be lesbian you will a) go to
hell; b) bring shame on our family; and c) be kicked out of the
family and community to save everyone else’s soul and the reputa-
tion of the community.
NARRATIVE OF A REMEMBERED DREAM
I am living in New York City.  I am in my first lesbian relation-
ship.  It is not going well.  I am acting like an adolescent who is
discovering sexual feelings and cannot stay faithful to my lover who
has been out since she was nineteen and wants to settle down.  I am
hurting her.  I start therapy.  Mother and Abuelita (grandma)
emerge in the first discussions in their overarching matriarchal
power—their words utter the messages of Catholicism, something
they do well as each can always be found with rosaries in their
pockets, silently, always, praying, praying for the salvation of their
errant children and grandchildren.  And I am one of them.  I have
left the fold of Catholicism.  I have defied the rules of Mexican
closeness of family by leaving Southern California to start out my
legal career.  I have defied the gender rules of the culture that said
I should be married and in my early thirties I should have several
children and a husband I dutifully clean and cook for and obey.
Instead I am on my own, three thousands miles away and having
sex, and enjoying it thoroughly, with women.  As many as I can get
ahold of.  And the therapy begins to stir up dreams.  Dreams of
being in my bedroom, and the mother and the grandmother in a
patio off the bedroom, very nearby as in a typical Mexican home
with an indoor garden.  As I hold my lover, my grandmother and
mother sit on a garden seat praying and crying for me; and when I
awake I am crying and depressed and very angry at my lover for
demanding monogamy.
Culturally specific Latino attitudes about lesbian existence or
about lesbianism can affect the presentation of evidence in a case,
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but cultural attitudes might also serve as a hidden aspect of the
factual background to a case.  This cultural specificity may offer a
way of understanding how a party’s social group identity (whether
racial, ethnic, religious, class, etc.) sees lesbianism and may use it
or abuse it.  I want to make clear that I do not think the cultural
specificity I am talking about here would necessarily change the
outcome of reported cases, in particular cases involving violent
crimes.  Also, in the criminal area, it would be somewhat problem-
atic to suggest that a culturally specific understanding of how anti-
lesbianism appeared in a case should support claims for mitigation.
Initially, I am more comfortable with asking whether we can place
cultural specificity into the experience of lesbian identity or the
appearance of anti-lesbianism.  The latter may be especially useful
in understanding the role that anti-lesbianism may play in the rein-
forcement of Latina gender roles. I concede the possibility that La-
tina lesbians per se may rarely show up in cases and that cultural
attitudes may play no part at all in the presence of a Latina lesbian
in the U.S. legal system.  I was not surprised to get few results from
my web search for cases where the terms lesbian or lesbianism were
associated with Mexican, Latina, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Honduran,
etc.  I finally came up with two criminal cases and a lesbian custody
case that offered some frameworks I will describe initially as cul-
tural defense and cultural cop out.
a) Anti-Lesbianism and the Macho Cultural Defense
Latina lesbian theorist Carla Trujillo has argued that
homophobia, an irrational fear of lesbians and gays, accounts not
only for the heterosexist response to Chicana lesbians, but also
poses a greater threat to the Chicano community because of its
potential for disrupting male dominance and raising awareness
among women of their need for greater independence.55  There-
fore, to theorize the Latina lesbian existence, one must also analyze
its relationship to Latino male supremacy and the hetero-patriar-
chal expressions designed to police gender that we label mach-
ismo.  The less a woman conforms to the rules or the gendered
role of La Buena Mujer (A Good Woman), the closer she moves in
the direction of the outcast identity—lesbian.56  The range of con-
trolling attitudes and behaviors vary and can take culturally specific
forms that are clearly unrecognized in American legal discourse.  It
55 CARLA TRUJILLO, Chicana Lesbians: Fear and Loathing in the Chicano Community, in
CHICANA LESBIANS, supra note 39, at 186.
56 Arriola, Welcoming the Outsider, supra note 53.
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is not too difficult to find criminal cases with Latino defendants
whose violent machismo is an illustration of Trujillo’s point.  The
idea here is that the expression of the conduct may vary, but the
goal of the controlling behavior is to reinforce male supremacy,
female subordination or submissiveness, and to police the ele-
ments of gender conformity in many Latino groups—piety, self-ab-
negation, submissiveness and acquiescence to male power.
An example is found in the case of People v. Lopez57 where the
defendant in a domestic violence and sexual abuse conviction had
beaten his wife repeatedly over a ten year marriage and also sexu-
ally abused his stepdaughter.  The abuse had become more intense
when Alicia sought independence from Lopez by getting a credit
card in her name.  Certainly the violence offered an explanation
for her refusing his sexual advances, but sometimes the attempted
marital rape was accompanied by knives and verbal abuse that she
was rejecting him sexually because she was a lesbian who deserved
to have her clitoris cut off.58  Of course, one has to be very careful
about the characterization of cultural attitudes that are Latina/o
and their intersection with Anglo attitudes in society and the law.
The homosexual panic defense (aka the provocation defense)  is a
perfect illustration of what Robson refers to as the inherent vio-
lence in the law, in producing violence while serving as arbitrator
of the violent interactions between individuals.59  The case of Cali-
fornia v. Gutierrez60 illustrates a cultural modification of this de-
fense.  The expert witness in this murder case testified that the
defendant’s outrage and violence toward his soon-to-be ex-wife was
explained by the Mexican-American male’s attitudes toward di-
vorce and to the rumors that his separated wife had taken up with a
woman.  If accepted, the testimony would introduce a kind of miti-
gation based on the introduction of a cultural reality describing
“lesbianism as particularly abhorrent” to Mexicans.61  On the one
hand, one wants to applaud the recognition of cultural analysis; on
the other, one could worry that such descriptions would turn into
overgeneralizations that explain but do not confront the gender
normativity and sexism that discourage open lesbian existence
among Latina/os.
57 2003 WL 22905329, at * 2 (Cal. Ct. App. Dec. 10, 2003).
58 Id.
59 Robson, Incendiary Categories, supra note 1, at 19.
60 124 Cal. Rptr. 2d 373 (2002).
61 Id. at 394.
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b) Cultural Cop Out in an Interracial Lesbian Divorce?
I found a different and probably very strained angle to the
Latina/o cultural analysis in a lesbian custody case, Maria B. v. Su-
perior Court,62 involving an appeal from a child support order im-
posed on the ex-partner in an interracial lesbian relationship.  I
speculated on the ethnic identity of the women in the relationship
as I read further into the facts.  Elisa and Emily had exchanged
rings in a ceremony.  Elisa publicized her love for Emily with a tat-
tooed heart on her arm bearing Emily’s name and por vida next to
it (in Spanish “for life”).  Each encouraged the other to have a
child through artificial insemination.  The result of the case is de-
pressing.  Encouraged by Elisa, Emily became pregnant through
artificial insemination and had twins while Elisa had one child.
Several years later they broke up and Emily wanted child support
from Elisa for the twins.  It was evident that Elisa and Emily had
been a family.  Elisa had put the kids on her insurance plan and
everything about their behavior suggested a conscious decision to
act as family.  Elisa, who allegedly made over $10,000 per month,
continued to support Emily and the two children for about a year
and half until she could no longer deal with the tensions in her
interactions with Emily.  Since Emily was on public assistance, the
state pursued child support payments from Elisa.  In an unfortu-
nate example of the pattern of lesbians using the law to shirk re-
sponsibility, the attorney defending Emily argued that she was not
a “father” under California’s Uniform Parentage Act.63  In the al-
ternative, she argued that the lack of any agreement between Emily
and Elisa about how the children would be supported in the event
of a breakup, precluded any reliance or estoppel claim upon which
Emily could rely for imposing a child support obligation on Elisa as
their de facto parent.
As I read the appellate court’s decision, which overturned the
child support order granted by the lower court, the Mexicana in
me was really upset with Elisa.  Everything about the facts suggested
the creation of familia with its expectation of care and support for
children.  And then I had another thought about an explanation
for the result that might be about culture and might not.  The in-
terracial relationship by other Latinas, especially politicized Latina
lesbians, has been described as a cop out, a betrayal to one’s cul-
ture, assimilation and giving in to the power of the dominant cul-
62 13 Cal. Rptr. 3d 494 (2001).
63 Uniform Parentage Act, CAL. FAM. CODE § 7601 (1994).
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ture.64  However, other Latina lesbians have argued that lesbian
love, dark and light, can make familia-centered values the color of
cafe´ con leche.65  If love knows no colors, then the rules of love and
family should not be thrown out just because it is a mixed love or a
mixing of cultures.
I have always wanted to think that we lesbians and our courage
to cross racial/ethnic/cultural borders in our intimate lives should
engender a unique strength to endure the challenges of racism,
classism, etc., within our relationships and the pressures from with-
out.  The circles I have moved in, professionals and educated lesbi-
ans have had a greater collection of interracial relationships.  But
when I move out to connections with lesbians who are not profes-
sionals, say among my sober friends, I find fewer and fewer interra-
cial relationships.  What I am trying to say is that cultural
differences in a relationship bring unique stresses to a relationship,
requiring special strengths.  Who knows what level of strength and
what level of support Emily and Elisa had for enduring the stresses
of change in a relationship.  For some reason it did not work out.
Did Emily’s family accept Elisa?  Did Elisa’s family welcome Emily
as a white lesbian?  Was Elisa’s biological family just more comfort-
able with Elisa’s having a child or children when the white lesbian
lover was out of the picture?  Did Elisa make the final break with
Emily in order to regain connection with her own family?  These
are the kinds of questions that ran through my mind as I reflected
on their breakup, as I could not help but reflect on my own interra-
cial relationship and the unique effort my partner has made to
speak Spanish and to understand my culture, which has made us so
welcome as a couple in the home of my relatives.  If Latina/o cul-
ture, so proud of its commitment to family unity and strength,
would have anything to say here about what Elisa has done to Em-
ily’s children, it would judge her harshly for walking away from the
kids, for not asking for help from the family to help the children
she had mothered with Emily.
On the other hand, it may have a different explanation if the
interracial relationship was a source of alienation for Elisa from
her family.  Unfortunately, I could imagine well that Elisa had
made the choice—better to reject Emily and the kids than to lose
the possibility of having any comunidad or familia at all and any of
the support she might need in raising a child without a partner.
64 Martha Barrera, Cafe´ con Leche, in CHICANA LESBIANS, supra note 39, at 80; see also
Terri de la Pen˜a, Beyond El Camino Real, in CHICANA LESBIANS, supra note 39, at 84.
65 Martha Barrera, Cafe´ con Leche, in CHICANA LESBIANS, supra note 39, at 80.
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What is tragic about this case is that it illustrates the point made by
Robson quite often—that too many lesbians want the law to ac-
knowledge the reality of our lives and our relationships and fami-
lies, but then want to exploit the non-recognition of them in the
law along with convenient homophobic attitudes held by judges to
avoid taking responsibility.
HOLDING THE MIRROR AND LETTING GO
This time you must let go,
Meet the dragon’s open face
And let the terror swallow you.66
I started this essay by saying that I have evolved in my under-
standing of Robson’s lesbian legal theory, that I did that first by
experiencing tremendous pain around the politics that sur-
rounded my bid for permanent employment at the major south-
western university that first hired me as a law professor.  In that
fiery engagement, I had to find and love all of the parts of me.  I
had to understand that my difficulties were not separable into con-
venient categories of just race, or sexism, or anti-lesbianism, or be-
ing Mexican and from a working-class background.  It was all of
those parts and it was essential to my knowledge of discrimination
to hold, embrace and proudly proclaim my brown, working-class,
lesbian identity.
Now looking back at my standing at the doors of the Texas
flagship institution in 1991, I get the image of a pathetic Indian girl
being fed to the mouth of an angry volcano.  Someone had to be
sacrificed for a better cause.  Sometimes Patricia Williams’s con-
cept of “spirit murder” comes to mind.67  Certainly there was a
level of disconnection.  No other professors of color.  Tired.  Try-
ing to do it alone.  No real guidance for the intensity of the aca-
demic politics that were swallowing me up.  It was just easier to
resign. The next Latina tenure candidate in line would be hetero-
sexual, married, had an Anglo last name and wouldn’t write any-
thing disturbing to the senses of the homophobic anti-feminist.
Her tenure application was still not easy but it wasn’t seriously
challenged.
But now allow me to fast-forward to 1995 as I explain a bit
more of my coming to appreciate lesbian legal theory and why I’ve
wanted today to explore a Latina lesbian legal theory. By 1995-96, I
66 ANZALDU´A, Letting Go, in BORDERLANDS, supra note 10, at 165.
67 PATRICIA WILLIAMS, THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS 55 (1990).
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had resigned from the tenure track. Very personal family reasons
motivated me to stay on as a senior lecturer and to heal by just
continuing to write and to become more politically active in racial
politics.  That was easy because I was sitting in the very institution
that gave us Hopwood v. Texas,68 and there were students asking for
support in a campaign to oppose the death of affirmative action.
I’d also just met the Cubano queer, Frank Valdes, and accepted his
invitation to speak at the first annual Latina/Latino Critical Legal
Theory conference.  It is in the midst of that experience that I be-
gan to realize that I am en las fronteras that Gloria Anzaldu´a spoke
of—the place where the borderland conflict is so strong that the
different parts of me struggle against the others—the lesbian aca-
demic, the working-class Chicana, the feminist privileged writer,
the well-salaried lecturer even in a demoted status at an upper-tier
school, the Mexicana who remembers the struggle of getting
through law school on loans and typing papers for other students
to meet expenses.  The former married heterosexual life with an
Anglo husband and un-feminist Anglo last name, the change back
to Rosales Arriola to reclaim the cultural difference that had fac-
tored into the breakdown of our relationship.  For two days at the
conference surrounded by women and men who remind me of
familia, I am squirmy, jumpy and asking myself quietly what the
hell am I doing at this conference?  These people, mi gente, they’ll
never accept me as the Out Lesbiana Marimacha Pata Feminista. Who
am I kidding?  But I was wrong then too.
No doubt the queering of LatCrit offered an intellectual path
out of the wilderness of my self-doubt over writing as a feminist
Latina and lesbian. This is where all of the pieces began to fall into
place.  The Mexican in me needed to be there in my work along
with my being a lesbian feminist.  Like Natashia Lo´pez’s  poem,69 I
couldn’t just be Dyke and couldn’t just be Chicana, and like the
relentless Anzaldu´a, I needed a mestiza consciousness of being
brown, female, lesbian, feminist and from a working-class back-
ground. From that reawakening I reconnected with Elvia Rosales
Arriola, who was educated in a religious convent in Mexico in the
1960s, whose first crush was on the Mexican nun teacher and dor-
mitory mother with skin the color of caramelo and wispy, fine red-
dish hair.  And who was warned about the dangers of sexuality
68 78 F. 3d 932 (5th Cir. 1996) (abolishing affirmative action programs at the law
school of the University of Texas at Austin as unconstitutional under the l4th
Amendment).
69 Natasia Lo´pez, Trying To Be Dyke and Chicana, in CHICANA LESBIANS, supra note
39, at 84.
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through coded language and strong hints of the necessary bounda-
ries between girls who are far away from their familias and must not
search for comfort at night in the bed of the next lonely girl just
two feet away from her.  Elvia, who remembered how desire was
confined to permissible forms of girl-girl affection and bonding in
prayer groups, Marian societies and discussions about the qualities
of future husbands. And the Elvia who remembered that when the
nuns discovered some incidents of lesbianism among their re-
sidents they simply shut down the residency program for the next
two years rather than try to address any aspect of sexuality in a
young Mexican woman’s education.  And how well her youthful de-
sire for acceptance saw that action as a resounding NO! to the pos-
sibility of acknowledging her own sense of desire for bodily
intimacy, love and spiritual connection with other women.
When I was a little girl, one of my caretakers named Lupe,
from the tiny village of Jala, which is nestled at the foot of a live
volcano in the state of Nayarit, had some very morbid bedtime sto-
ries for children who would not go to sleep.  The Indians of that
area had undoubtedly seen the days of the volcano opening up and
literally eating up entire villages of adobe huts.  So my memories of
bedtime stories are of broken dolls that might come to life because
the power of my misconduct might have opened up the earth and
would either eat me up or it would unleash a devilish spirit who
would take over the body of my dolls.  I now look back and meta-
phorically picture myself as a little brown clay statuette picking her-
self up after the fiery engagement with the white Texan males,
leaving the large Southwestern university a bit singed and patched
up, but now breathing the spirit of a devilish marimacha professor.
The next step would be to heal the neglected part of my Latinaness
by thinking that I might write from a Latina critical legal perspec-
tive about the injustices for Latinas and Latinos that I now ob-
served and felt more intensely.
Before long, I was looking at the Southwestern border with
new eyes and a desire to explore the history of my roots and my
culture.  And that is where I still am today.  Piecing together a mes-
tiza consciousness that can include not only the stories of oppres-
sion, but also the stories of liberation from the internal attitudes of
Christianizing domination in the lives of proud and gutsy Latina
lesbians. Marimachas who embrace the beauty of our cultures while
rejecting the messages of shame, sin and self-hatred for our sexual-
ity passed on as ley, doctrina, tradicio´n, or modos de la buena mujer
Cristiana.
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Since I came out, I have moved in a number of circles with
people who worked with Gloria Anzaldu´a or who knew her.  I only
knew her through her writings.  Thus, I was never able to say to
her—gracias—thank you for your courageous writings, for your gift
to my existence as a Latina and as a lesbian.  However, I do know
and get to thank another person for her courageous and beautiful
analysis of lesbian existence and her validation of my existence
with specific frameworks for tackling the presence and the invisibil-
ity of Latina lesbians.  Thank you Ruthann Robson, or as it is said
in my culture, Mil Gracias.

